Variable pressure and environmental scanning electron microscopy: imaging of biological samples.
The use of elevated gas pressures in the sample chamber of a scanning electron microscope (i.e., variable pressure SEM, or VPSEM) together with specialized electron detectors create imaging conditions that allow biological samples to be examined without any preparation. Specific operating conditions of elevated pressures combined with sample cooling (usually restricted to the environmental SEM range) can allow hydrated samples to be maintained in a pristine state for long periods of time. Dynamic processes also can be easily observed. A wider range of detector options and imaging parameters introduce greater complexity to the VPSEM operation than is present in routine SEM. The current instrumentation with field emission electron sources has nanometer-scale beam resolution (approx 1 nm) and low-voltage beam capability (0.1 kV). However, under the more extreme variable pressure conditions, useful biological sample information can be achieved by skilled operators at image resolutions to 2 to 4 nm and with primary electron beam voltages down to 1.0 kV. Imaging relating to electron charge behavior in some biological samples, generally referred to as charge contrast imaging, provides information unique to this VPSEM and environmental SEM that closely relates to luminescence imaged by confocal microscopy.